
from farmers and enrichersvia logistics to customers

The online marketplace that makes
local food chains really take off!

Food Value is online marketplace software that enables local food 
chains to fully organize themselves. The software is capable of 
automating administration and payments, and facilitating 
communication between the members of the group in many ways. 

The aim of Food Value is to serve as many local food groups 
as good and as quickly as possible with software developed 
as efficiently as possible. Why should every food group 
develop its own software? Together we are much stronger.

Farmers, enrichers, catering, restaurants, shops and consumers can 
organize various types of groups around their offers and demands. 
Together the group forms a trust-based chain of professionals and 
customers that ensures a viable long term market for local food 
production. 

Some highlight features of Food Value
• Each group can have its own look and feel
• Farmers have their own online stores and a powerful dashboard
• Buyers can easily order, re-order and consult with their suppliers
• Groups can be member only or open accessible
• Logistics can be completely customized for each food group
• Participants can be members of multiple groups
• All payments, margins and administration are highly automated
• Food Value offers versatile messaging, chatting and subgroup 

communication

Get in touch
The more groups will work with Food Value, 
the cheaper the price per group will be. 
And, every Food Value group will benefit 
from the knowledge of other groups. Call 
or mail with Marieke Karssen
marieke@foodvalue.nl
+31(0)6 54 90 53 09
https://foodvalue.nl



A view on the local food markets of Europe
• if more and more farmers can no longer make a decent living,
• if the landscape loses all its biodiversity,
• if soil fertility is heading towards zero, 
• if sustainability becomes a necessity,
• if population - and recreational pressure becomes ever greater,
• and if also public health issues are growing,
….how long can we maintain the habit -in densely populated areas of Europe-
to produce for a global market?

If the few farmers we still have can produce for the city in the
neighborhood, everything will become healthier. The soil, the food, 
the revenue models, the fun, the landscape and everyone's health. 
But, how do you organize such a local food chain?

The online marketplace is a necessity
Every city or region is has different circumstances, different players
and activities, but marketplace software plays a major role
everywhere. One of the biggest obstacles to be solved is the
administration and hassle that arises as soon as farmers start selling
small crops to many different customers. The second issue is that the
local market needs to have enough scale, when seen from a customer 
perspective. Food Value is designed to tackle these two challenges.

Working with groups all over Europe
The more groups will work with Food Value, the cheaper the 
price per group will be. And, every member of Food Value, 
will benefit from the knowledge of other groups. 
Call or mail with Marieke Karssen
marieke@foodvalue.nl
+31(0)6 54 90 53 09
https://foodvalue.nl

Ridgedale farm, Sweden


